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Content is King!
The Basics of Content Marketing
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ontent marketing is an umbrella term that refers to many marketing strategies in which you’re using content to build a relationship with your audience. You share helpful infor-mation with your target market and establish yourself as an expert, and then you start makinguseful offers.
How Content Marketing WorksFirst, choose a niche that you’re passionate about. Spend time getting to know people whoare interested in that niche. Join forums and online groups so that you can learn what theywant, how they think, and how you can benefit them.The quality of your content is all-important. If you can’t write content that’s high-quality, orig-inal and engaging, you can hire a ghostwriter to create it for you. The important thing to con-sider when it comes to content creation is that it must offer tremendous value, whether it’sinformation, problem-solving, or even entertainment.The next question to ask is how you’re going to publish your content. You have a number ofchoices. These include blogging, social media, article syndication (where you put articles onother sites) and video marketing. Each publishing channel you use has a link that leads backto your main site or to special pages within your site.Remember that content includes more than just written articles. It includes images, photos,videos, audio files and anything else that your audience can consume.
When to Use Content MarketingContent marketing doesn’t get you quick sales. It builds a long-term relationship with your
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market. Gradually, they come to see you as a trusted expert. You become their go-to personfor the information they need.It works best for specific niches that are hungry for information and not already saturated.For example, it would require a mammoth effort to get anywhere with the weight loss niche.It would be much easier to choose a very specific group of people in the weight loss niche tomarket to. Go for small niches like snail farming, chakra meditation, fear of flying, getting over a breakup,or how to stop sweating. If you can find enough people desperate for information in smallniches like these, then you have a potential target market for content.When I was growing up my high school biology teacher had a business on the side sellingearthworms. There used to be (maybe still is) a big market for people to have earthwormfarms. And while he sold actual live earthworms to get people started (by mail order no less),where he actually made his money was on the content he sold. He was the first person I knew who made a lot of money selling information content. His was“how to” content. He provided all the information, along with the actual worms, for someoneto read and set up their own earthworm business. So the benefits to content marketing canbe many.And just as a side note to this story, his books are still available and being sold on Amazon. Ithink his daughter took over that business after he died. So, it just goes to show, if you createsome stellar content, especially the evergreen kind, it can still be selling way into the future.
The Benefits of Content MarketingThe greatest benefit of traditional content marketing is that it builds trust. You brand yourselfand your site as the place to go for answers. Once you’re a recognized source of the high quality information people need, your offerings basically sell themselves.Content marketing is great for people who don’t consider themselves sales-oriented. There’sreally no hard sell involved. This is an inbound marketing strategy where you put the contentout there and it brings people to your offer.It also provides the information you put in to a print newsletter that you mail to yourprospects and clients. Again, a soft-sell approach.
The DownsideThe only real downside — and this can be quite a downside — is that creating content is not
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always easy nor cheap. You have to become a true expert and create it yourself, which takestime, or you have to invest money in your expert ghost writer. There are shortcuts to creatingcontent, but the content still has to be exceptional.
How to Succeed at Content MarketingThe key to success with content marketing is to approach it in the spirit of giving, not selling.Share your information with an audience that’s hungry for answers. Focus on communicatingand building a relationship. The more value you give, the better you can expect your returnsto be.This mini-training series I’m providing for you as part of your ISC Gold membership is a goodexample of a content marketing strategy. If I wanted, I could repurpose this content to beshared with other people in an email course or in an online program. I could charge for it.Remember, too, that your content doesn’t have to tell everything to be effective. You’ll noticeI’m not trying to share everything I know about a topic in these lessons. If what someonereads here sparks enough interest, perhaps they’ll want to hire me to take them through themarketing activities specifically tailored for their unique business. Or to invest in one of mymany courses and programs that I teach.You will want to do the same thing with your content. Give enough information to be of value,yet not enough to reveal everything. For those whom you are attracting you can offer to takethem to the next level. Or sell them something else.Keep in mind, too, as you are creating content, how you can repurpose it. Besides creating,say, an ebook or a report, can you turn it into a class you can teach? Can you break it into blogposts? Ezine articles? 
Next week: Email Marketing — Getting Your Message Straight to Your Prospect's Inbox
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